Use of contiguity on the chromosome to predict functional coupling.
The availability of a growing number of completely sequenced genomes opens new opportunities for understanding of complex biological systems. Success of genome-based biology will, to a large extent, depend on the development of new approaches and tools for efficient comparative analysis of the genomes and their organization. We have developed a technique for detecting possible functional coupling between genes based on detection of potential operons. The approach involves computation of "pairs of close bidirectional best hits", which are pairs of genes that apparently occur within operons in multiple genomes. Using these pairs, one can compose evidence (based on the number of distinct genomes and the phylogenetic distance between the orthologous pairs) that a pair of genes is potentially functionally coupled. The technique has revealed a surprisingly rich and apparently accurate set of functionally coupled genes. The approach depends on the use of a relatively large number of genomes, and the amount of detected coupling grows dramatically as the number of genomes increases.